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The Man Who Gave Us
Trench Coats and
Pantsuits
Yves Saint Laurent’s impact on the clothes women wear today will be
showcased in new museum exhibits; from ‘Le Smoking’ to the pea coat
By Christina Binkley
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If your closet contains a pantsuit, tunic, pea coat, or a trench coat, thank
Yves Saint Laurent.
Soon, you will be able to see the originals.
The late designer’s contributions to modern dressing could have been lost in
the flurry of fashion updates that drive luxury brands today. Five designers
have succeeded Mr. Saint Laurent at the label he founded in 1961. But his
former partner, Pierre Bergé, is turning the designer’s archives into two
museums. They will include 5,000 haute couture garments, 15,000
accessories and sketches, fabric swatches, photographs and the precious
books of orders from clients, recorded with their formal social titles, such as
“ Mrs. Gregory Peck. ”
Few—if any—influential designer labels have archives that date to their
inceptions. As curators at the Metropolitan Museum of Art created the
blockbuster “Savage Beauty” exhibit on Alexander McQueen, they struggled
to locate early examples of the designer’s work, such as his low-riding
“bumster” pants in 2011. The young Mr. McQueen had sold or given it all
away. Dries Van Noten said at his 2014 retrospective at the Museé des Arts
Décoratifs in Paris that he sold his early runway looks for the money to pay
for making his next collections.
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Mr. Saint Laurent, however, managed to keep some of his earliest work,
including dresses from the groundbreaking “Trapeze” collection he created
for Christian Dior in 1958 at age 21. The collection, with its swingy A-line
dresses that veered out from the chest and widened to the hem, ended the
cinch-waisted New Look. The collection—which somehow didn’t end up in
Dior’s own archives–also shocked the world with the short evening dress.

Yves Saint Laurent created the trapeze dress in 1958 in his early stint at Christian Dior at age 21. The sensation
put an end to Dior's cinch-waisted New Look. Here the young designer styles model Svetlana in his workshop.
PHOTO: ASSOCIATED PRESS

Construction has begun on two museums—one in the atelier at 5 Ave.
Marceau in Paris where Mr. Saint Laurent met with clients like Catherine
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Deneuve. The other is in the designer’s beloved Marrakech where he and Mr.
Bergé kept a second home. A sprawling modernist building is being
constructed for the museum there. Both museums are set to open in October
2017 under the direction of the Paris-based Fondation Pierre Bergé-Yves
Saint Laurent.
Mr. Bergé says he never expected to build museums when the two were
young. But Mr. Saint Laurent, whom he met in 1958, had museums in mind
quite early. He selected garments to keep from each collection—marking an
“M” for museum, or musée in French, on chosen sketches. “His selections
were larger and larger each season,” Mr. Bergé says wryly. That has left the
foundation with such a vast collection that exhibits in Paris and Marrakech
will be rotated weekly, he says.
A traveling YSL retrospective opened this month at the Seattle Art Museum.
The exhibit, open until Jan 8, is testament to the value of hoarding. It
includes the paper-doll couture house Mr. Saint Laurent created as a
teenager in Oran, Algeria, and an all-star cast, including his gender-bending
Le Smoking tuxedo in 1966 and one of his 1965 dresses created in homage to
artist Piet Mondrian. In May 2017, the exhibit will travel to the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond, Va.

The Musée Yves Saint Laurent in Marrakech, designed by Paris-based Studio KO, is set to open in October 2017.
PHOTO: STUDIO KO/FONDATION PIERRE BERGE, YVES SAINT LAURENT

Saint Laurent, owned by what is now known as the Kering luxury
conglomerate, has recently been refashioned by a string of designers
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including Alber Elbaz, Tom Ford and Stefano Pilati. The latest, Anthony
Vaccarello, showed his first collection for the French label two weeks ago in
Paris to tepid reviews.
Preceding him, designer Hedi Slimane had restored the label’s trendsetting
luster by updating the name—dropping the “Yves” from the ready-to-wear
line—moving the atelier to Los Angeles, and reworking many of Mr. Saint
Laurent’s innovations in skinny rock-and-roll versions that captured the
imagination of the music world. Revenue soared.

Pierre Bergé in his office, in front of a portrait of Saint Laurent. PHOTO: STEPHANE DE SAKUTIN/AGENCE FRANCEPRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

Mr. Bergé says Mr. Slimane grasped Mr. Saint Laurent’s underlying interest
in youth culture and street dressing. “Hedi was right—stop talking about
chic Parisians. They are not chic. Paris is not the center of fashion,” he says.
“Move to Los Angeles.”
Mr. Saint Laurent defied gender strictures, stylizing male apparel and
introducing it as women’s wardrobe staples. He did it with the pea coat in
1962, the trench coat—which had started as World War I military garb—in
1967, and the tuxedo in 1966.
After his first pantsuit in 1967, women’s professional wardrobes were never
the same. He introduced logo apparel with a 1968 scarf printed with a huge
YSL emblem. It sold by the thousands and ushered in what is now a sizable
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segment of the fashion industry. He later eschewed logo clothing as too
repetitive.

Yves Saint Laurent adapted
the pea coat for women for
spring 1962. The look is seen
here in at a 2002
retrospective.

Mr. Saint Laurent introduced a
logo scarf in 1968; the scarves
sold thousands

The jumpsuit was presented
as chic evening wear in 1968.
Above, the look in 2002.

PHOTOS: FONDATION PIERRE BERGÉ, YVES SAINT LAURENT, PARIS (2); GETTY IMAGES

His primary innovations were introduced during the first decade of his
44-year career. Mr. Bergé who managed the business until the label was sold,
says he wants people to understand those contributions but notes that he
isn’t nostalgic.
Were he to meet a young Yves Saint Laurent today, he says he wouldn’t
suggest they design haute couture. “Today there are three fashion
companies—Zara, H&M, and Uniqlo,” he says. “The lifestyle that created
haute couture has disappeared. What happened to haute couture will
happen to ready-to-wear.”
Does he regret that? “No! Not at all. I like the present,” he says. “Today, you
have the iPhone, the iPad—so many advances.”
Write to Christina Binkley at christina.binkley@wsj.com
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